We review studies of subunit III-depleted cytochrome c oxidase (CcO III (−)) that elucidate the structural basis of steady-state proton uptake from solvent into an internal proton transfer pathway. The removal of subunit III from R. sphaeroides CcO makes proton uptake into the D pathway a rate-determining step, such that measurements of the pH dependence of steady-state O 2 consumption can be used to compare the rate and functional pK a of proton uptake by D pathways containing different initial proton acceptors. The removal of subunit III also promotes spontaneous suicide inactivation by CcO, greatly shortening its catalytic lifespan. Because the probability of suicide inactivation is controlled by the rate at which the D pathway delivers protons to the active site, measurements of catalytic lifespan provide a second method to compare the relative efficacy of proton uptake by engineered CcO III (−) forms. These simple experimental systems have been used to explore general questions of proton uptake by proteins, such as the functional value of an initial proton acceptor, whether an initial acceptor must be surface-exposed, which side chains will function as initial proton acceptors and whether multiple acceptors can speed proton uptake. This article is part of a Special Issue entitled: Respiratory Oxidases.
Introduction
A reasonably large number of enzymes and pumps carry out longrange proton transfer (i.e. >10 Å) [1, 2] . Pathways leading to an internal proton sink often begin with an initial proton acceptor, a protein side chain that accepts a proton from solvent and transfers it into the pathway. The proton transfer pathway leading from the initial acceptor to the proton sink is composed of hydrogen-bonded waters, hydrogenbonded amino acid side chains with exchangeable protons, or (most often) a combination of these two components. With some exceptions, protons are thought to move rapidly along these hydrogen-bonded chains of proton carriers by non-ionic Grotthuss-type proton transfer, in which a carrier simultaneously acquires a proton from the preceding carrier while releasing a proton to the next [3] .
For each O 2 consumed, the aa 3 -type cytochrome c oxidases (CcO) of mitochondria and α proteobacteria transfer four protons from the inner surface of the complex to the heme a 3 -Cu B O 2 reduction site, located within the transmembrane region of subunit I, and four protons to a nearby site for proton pumping. Two long proton transfer pathways, termed the K and D pathways, carry out this function [2] [3] [4] [5] .
The K pathway takes up two substrate protons (those protons used in the reduction of O 2 to H 2 O) during the reduction of heme a 3 and Cu B prior to O 2 binding [6] [7] [8] . The initial proton acceptor of the K pathway is Glu-101 of subunit II [9, 10] . (Residue numbers of the aa 3 -type CcO of R. sphaeroides are used throughout.) From Glu-101 a pathway composed of amino acid side chains and internal waters transfers the protons to the active site [4, 5] .
The D pathway takes up the remaining two substrate protons of the catalytic cycle (CC) plus all four of the pump protons (those destined to be pumped through the protein, across the membrane) [3] [4] [5] [6] . The D-pathway begins at Asp-132 of subunit I and extends approximately 26 Å to Glu-286, close to the active site [3, 4] (Fig. 1) . From Glu-286 protons are directed, alternately, to the heme a 3 -Cu B center for O 2 reduction chemistry or to the central proton pumping element, likely in the region of the D propionate of heme a 3 [11, 12] . The pathway for protons between Asp-132 and Glu-286 appears to consist entirely of a series of waters whose positions in CcO structures are highly conserved [12] [13] [14] [15] . In the crystal structures of bacterial and mitochondrial CcO, the amide side chain of a conserved asparagine (Asn-139) interrupts the water chain, creating what should be a block for proton transfer [14] [15] [16] . However, molecular dynamics simulations show that the amide side chain and the internal waters of the D pathway are in motion, which allows formation of a continuous water path for proton conduction [15] .
Asp-132, the initial proton acceptor of the D pathway, is located at an interface of subunits I and III [17, 18] . Only one oxygen of its carboxyl group is exposed at the bottom of a well-like depression in the protein surface, a structure that limits the exposure of Asp-132 to bulk solvent.
Half of the residues lining the well are from subunit I and half from subunit III. Subunit III is one of the three proteins, along with subunits I and II, that make up the catalytic core of mitochondrial CcO and the aa 3 -type CcOs of α proteobacteria [19, 20] . Like subunit I, subunit III is almost entirely transmembrane, with seven helices compared to the twelve of subunit I, and it binds to a face of subunit I opposite from the face that binds the two transmembrane helices of subunit II [17, 21] . Subunit III contains no redox centers but it does bind two phospholipids in highly conserved binding sites located in a deep cleft [17, 22, 23] . Interactions of subunit I with these lipids provide much of the binding interaction between the two subunits [23] . The relatively weak association of subunit III with subunit I allows its removal from CcO by relatively mild procedures with the retention of O 2 reduction activity by the remaining complex [24] [25] [26] [27] . The removal of subunit III has been found to lower the stoichiometry of proton pumping of bacterial and mitochondrial CcO [26, [28] [29] [30] but not always [31] . The reason for the observed changes in proton pumping remains to be elucidated. It should be noted that this review focuses on the uptake of substrate protons; the topic of proton pumping is not further addressed.
Two of the effects of removing subunit III from CcO are particularly relevant to the study of proton uptake. First, the absence of subunit III increases the exposure of Asp-132 to bulk solvent, lowers its pK a and makes proton uptake into the D pathway a rate determining step at pH values >6.5 [20, 28, 32, 33] . Thus, the rate and pH dependence of O 2 reduction activity by WT III (−) reflect the rate and pH dependence of proton uptake into the D pathway [27] . The evidence for this has been detailed in previous studies and is further reviewed below.
A second consequence of the removal of subunit III is a dramatic increase in the probability of spontaneous mechanism-based inactivation (suicide inactivation) during catalytic turnover [24, 34] . In other words, normally subunit III lowers the probability of suicide inactivation and thereby extends the catalytic lifespan (the number of catalytic cycles until irreversible inactivation) of CcO by 600-fold or more [24, 35] . The source of suicide inactivation has been traced to a catastrophic event at the heme a 3 -Cu B active site [24, 35] that results in the loss of Cu B . The phenomenon of suicide inactivation is not restricted to bacterial oxidases; the removal of subunit III also leads to the inactivation of rat liver and bovine heart CcO during turnover (Thompson and Ferguson-Miller; Hill and Hosler; Prochaska; unpublished data). The ability of subunit III to prevent the premature loss of this major energy conserving machine of the cell may explain why it is as well conserved as subunit I, the core catalytic subunit [20] . The effect of subunit III on proton uptake into the D pathway and the effect of subunit III on catalytic lifespan are linked: slow proton uptake promotes suicide inactivation [35] . Because of this, measurements of catalytic lifespan (detailed below) can also be used to compare the relative proton uptake capabilities of D pathways of different CcO forms. (It is useful to note that due to the weak binding of subunit III, most preparations of bacterial aa 3 -type CcOs contain substoichiometric amounts of the subunit. Although the subunit III content of CcO preparations is rarely measured, it can be a source of experimental variability, especially in mutant CcO forms that further weaken the subunit I-III interaction.)
The processes by which protons are transferred from solvent into the protein, crossing the barrier from outside to inside, can be viewed as a process distinct from that of proton transfer within the protein. Subunit III-depleted CcO forms are useful tools for the study of proton uptake because 1) proton uptake into the D pathway becomes ratedetermining in the absence of subunit III, and 2) the entry region of the D pathway is more exposed to bulk solvent, which allows the introduction of alternative initial proton acceptors. This review focuses on the insights gained from analyses of proton uptake by CcO III (−) in WT and mutant forms during continuous catalytic turnover. Measurements of the pH dependence of O 2 reduction activity and catalytic lifespan are compared with results obtained from single catalytic cycle (CC) experiments [5] yielding further insight. The enzyme used is the aa 3 -type CcO of the bacterium Rhodobacter sphaeroides, one of the well-studied bacterial models of mitochondrial CcO [19, 20] . 2. Using steady-state activity to study proton uptake 2.1. In the absence of subunit III, steady-state CcO activity can be a measure of the rate of steady-state proton uptake by the D pathway
In the absence of subunit III proton uptake into the D pathway has been shown to be a rate-determining step, as explained below. During the four electron reduction of one O 2 to two waters (a single catalytic cycle, CC) following the photo-dissociation of CO from fully-reduced CcO, two substrate protons are taken up via the D pathway, one during the P → F transition and one during the final F → O transition [5] . In single CC experiments where proton uptake was measured directly using a pH-sensitive dye, the removal of subunit III from WT CcO strongly inhibited the rate of proton uptake into the D pathway at pH 8, but the rate of proton uptake returned to normal at pH 5.5 [32] . This indicated that the removal of subunit III alters the pH dependence of proton uptake, which was further examined by determining the pH dependence of the F → O transition, since this partial reaction includes the transfer of a proton from bulk solvent to the active site via the D pathway [5] . As expected from the direct measurements of proton uptake, the rate of the F → O transition was low at pH 8 but normal at lower pH [32] . The pH dependence of the F → O transition for WT III (−) showed an apparent pK a~7 , significantly shifted from the apparent pK a of 8.6 measured for the F → O transition of WT III (+). In further experiments, the rate and pH dependence of the F → O transition was used to compare proton uptake by D pathways of CcO III (−) forms with widely variant situations for proton capture at the protein surface [33] . These experiments showed that the F → O transition was rate limited by the proton uptake event, i.e. by the transfer of a proton into the D pathway. Moreover, it was determined that the pH profile of the F → O transition primarily or solely reflects the proton affinity of the initial acceptor. For example, the apparent pK a~7 measured for the F → O transition in WT III (−) reflects the affinity of Asp-132 for protons in the absence of subunit III [32, 33] (Table 1) .
It was also discovered that the pH profile of steady-state O 2 reduction by WT III (−) (Fig. 2) mirrors that of the pH profile for the F →O transition [27, 28, 32, 33] . Moreover, the rates of steady-state O 2 reduction [27] match those of the F→O transition [32] . These findings indicate that proton uptake into the D pathway limits continuous, steady-state O 2 reduction of WT III (−) in the same way that it limits the rate of the F→O step during a single catalytic cycle of the enzyme. Therefore, the apparent pK a of steady-state O 2 reduction (7-7.3) also reports the proton affinity of Asp-132 (Table 1) . Importantly, the apparent pK a of steady-state O 2 reduction tracks with the steady-state pK a of the F →O transition when the initial proton acceptor of the D pathway is altered. For example, the carboxyl group of the fatty acid arachidonic acid (Aa) can substitute for the carboxyl of Asp-132 if Asp-132 is missing; when Asp-132 is present the addition of Aa raises the apparent pK a of proton uptake, presumably via electrostatic interaction of the carboxyl groups [33] . As the apparent pK a of the F→O transition of WT III (−) rises from 7 to 7.6 upon the addition of Aa [33] , the apparent pK a of steady-state O 2 reduction also rises, from 7-7.3 to 7.8 [28] (Table 1) .
These experiments show that measurements of the pH dependence of steady-state O 2 reduction in CcO lacking subunit III can be used, with some limitations, to compare the ability of different groups to transfer solvent protons into the D pathway. Because proton uptake from solvent is rate-determining in the III (−) forms, the pH dependence of steady-state activity reflects the proton affinity of the initial proton acceptor. The pH vs. activity curves do not yield a true, equilibrium pK a for the initial acceptor, but rather its 'functional' pK a which depends upon the inherent pK a of the group and the rates at which it is protonated and deprotonated during steady-state O 2 reduction. The normal unaltered K pathway of CcO appears to be able to deliver protons to the active site, in steps where it is required, more rapidly than the D pathway [27] . Therefore, proton uptake by the K pathway is not reflected in the pH dependence of steady-state activity by the subunit III-depleted CcO forms. (It should be noted that an exception is D132A III (−). Here, the extremely high functional pK a of the D pathway (>10) [33] allows a different pH-dependent process, likely the K pathway, to control steady-state O 2 reduction at physiologic pH values [28] . ) We present below a brief set of empirical conclusions about the process of proton uptake gleaned from analyses of steady-state O 2 reduction by subunit III-depleted CcO forms. Along with knowledge obtained from other enzymes and from computational approaches, such information may be useful for understanding proton pathway design and the physiological regulation of proton pathways in proteins. 2.2. Is a protein-supplied proton acceptor at the beginning of the pathway required for physiologic rates of proton uptake?
Not necessarily. D132A III (−) appears to lack a protein group that functions as an initial proton acceptor [33] . His-26, the neighbor of Asp-132 (Fig. 1) , does not substitute as an initial proton acceptor in the absence of Asp-132 [33] . The functional pK a of proton uptake by D132A III (−) is high (>10) indicating that proton uptake is driven by the consumption of protons by the proton sink of the pathway, i.e. Glu-286 and the high pK a groups that form during O 2 reduction at the active site [33] . Apparently the removal of subunit III, along with the alteration of Asp-132 to alanine, allows sufficient space for a short file of waters to transfer protons from solvent to the first crystal water of the D pathway, seen below Asn-139 (Fig. 1) . Therefore the D pathway of D132A III (−) is likely composed of only water from solvent to Glu-286. Nonetheless, the pathway achieves a rate of proton uptake of~400 s − 1 (Table 1 ) [33] .
Moreover, when both His-26 and Asp-132 are altered to alanine, the rate of proton uptake doubles (D132A-H26A III (−); Table 1 ), suggesting that a water file that transfers protons from solvent forms more easily in the additional space created by the double mutant. While D132A III (−) and D132A-H26A III (−) are engineered proteins, one of the pathways proposed for proton transfer to the quinone binding site of E. coli succinate dehydrogenase is composed solely of coordinated waters [36, 37] . Given the rates of catalytic turnover reported for this enzyme, a 'water-only' pathway cannot be discounted on the basis of kinetics.
2.3. Must the initial protein-supplied proton acceptor be exposed to bulk solvent in order to facilitate efficient proton uptake?
No. Asp-139 of N139D-D132N III (−) lies 6 Å inside CcO, within the D pathway, where it functions as an efficient initial proton acceptor [27] . Protons are likely transferred to Asp-139 from solvent via a short chain of two to three waters. (Because protons are transferred from solvent to Asp-139 via water it might be questioned why Asp-139 is assigned as the "initial" proton acceptor rather than water. The assignment is based on three characteristics of Asp-139 [27] . One, the carboxyl of Asp-139 is the group that controls the rate and functional pK a of proton uptake. Two, Asp-139 is the first protein group of this D pathway. Three, Asp-139 is deprotonated to its anionic form as it transfers a proton. This distinguishes it from a Grotthuss-type proton transfer element, such as the waters leading to solvent.) The functional pK a of Asp-139 is greater than that of Asp-132 (Table 1 ; Fig. 2 ), indicating that shielding the initial proton acceptor from bulk solvent increases its affinity for protons. This strategy likely elevates the pK a of Asp-132 in normal CcO [38] , where subunit III shields the carboxyl group from bulk solvent.
What amino acid side chains can function as initial proton acceptors?
A survey of known and proposed proton transfer pathways indicates a preference for carboxyl side chains. Several characteristics of carboxyl side chains seem ideal for this role. Once protonated, the hydroxyl of a carboxyl group can rapidly move from an 'outside', solvent-exposed position to an 'inside' position close to the next element of the proton transfer chain by simple rotation of the carboxyl group about the terminal C\C bond of the side chain [39] . Native CcO exposes one oxygen of the Asp-132 carboxyl to solvent while the other oxygen remains internal, within hydrogen bond distance of the first water of the D pathway. Free rotation about the terminal C\C bond allows the two oxygens to rapidly trade places without disrupting the integrity of the protein surface [39] . An obvious advantage is that the negative charge of the deprotonated carboxyl group attracts protons. Moreover, molecular dynamics simulations show that carboxyl groups organize short water files within solvent that facilitate proton transfer to the carboxylate [40] .
The imidazole side chain of surface-exposed histidine residues is another proton-carrying group often present at the sites of proton uptake. The imidazole group is argued to be well-suited for proton capture with a pK a near that of the pH of solvent [41] . In addition to rotation of the imidazole ring around the Cβ\Cγ bond, histidines can swing the entire imidazole function about Cβ. Such motion has been well-documented for carbonic anhydrase, where a histidine functions as the proton exit group by rotating 100°about Cβ in order to transfer protons from an internal water network to bulk solvent [42] . Two histidines transfer protons into the pathway leading to Q B of the bacterial photosynthetic reaction center [43] . Their side chains extend into bulk solvent where they are free to move. The alteration of both histidines to alanine inhibits proton uptake but leaves more residual proton uptake activity (as percent of normal) than does the removal of Asp-132 from the D pathway. Perhaps a surface-exposed aspartic acid, the next side chain of the Q B pathway [44] , provides an alternative entry point in the absence of the histidines.
The experimental data to date indicate that histidine does not readily substitute for the carboxyl proton acceptors of the D and K pathways of CcO. His-26 near Asp-132 does not become the initial proton acceptor in the absence of Asp-132 (e.g. in D132A III (−); [33] ), even though a carboxyl side chain at this position appears to function as an alternative proton acceptor (H26D-D132A; Table 1 ). Computer modeling indicates that movement of His-26 of D132A III (−) will be more restricted than that of Asp-126 in H26D-D132A III (−), which could prevent His-26 from participating in proton uptake. In another example, histidine cannot substitute for Asp-132 at position 132; D132H shows the same properties as D132A (unpublished data). Computer modeling shows energetically favorable rotamer positions for His-132 in 'inside' and 'outside' orientations that could cycle to carry out proton uptake, but the transition between these two rotamers is inhibited by surrounding protein. At the entry to the K pathway of CcO, His-96(II) fails to substitute for Glu-101(II) when the latter is altered to alanine [45, 46] or when Glu-101 itself is altered to histidine [45] . Steric restriction of histidine movement is a less obvious reason for the failure of histidine at these sites to facilitate proton uptake. It may be that the anionic nature of the Glu-101(II) is required to coordinate a crystal water at the entrance of the pathway because the carboxyl functions of arachidonic acid, cholate and deoxycholate will restore K pathway function in the absence of Glu-101 [46, 47] .
Thus far, a naturally occurring proton transfer pathway using cysteine as the initial acceptor has not been identified, perhaps because the reactivity of the sulfhydryl group disfavors its use. Nevertheless, cysteine shares many of the useful characteristics listed above for carboxyl proton acceptors, e.g. the ability to reversibly protonate in the physiologic pH Table 1 ). The data indicate the distribution of functional pK a s of proton uptake and the extension of the pH range of enzyme activity afforded by manipulation of the proton uptake step. Each data set, taken from Varanasi and Hosler [27] , is normalized by setting the highest measured activity as 100%; fits are to the Henderson-Hasselbalch function. The functional pK a values are presented in Table 1. range, a negative charge in its deprotonated state that may help organize local water files and the ability to transfer a proton from 'outside' to 'inside' by rotation of the sulfhydryl about the terminal C\S bond. In fact, we have shown that a cysteine at position 139 of the D pathway will function as an initial acceptor [27] . In light of this, it is curious that cysteine at position 132 is completely non-functional (unpublished data).
Do multiple proton entry paths enhance proton uptake?
They can. The presence of Asp-132 at the entrance of the D pathway, plus either Asp-139 or Cys-139, creates two overlapping pathways for proton entry as long as subunit III is removed [27] . One pathway can be written as "solvent → Asp-132 → H 2 O → Asp-139 (Cys-139) → " and the other as "solvent→ 2-3 H 2 O → Asp-139 (Cys-139) → ". The presence of these two entry pathways speeds the uptake of substrate protons to rates greater than that of wild-type CcO (Table 1) . At low pH (e.g. 6.5), where both acceptors are largely protonated, the two pathways are incompletely additive (i.e. the rate of proton uptake does not double). At high pH, however, the rate of proton uptake by the CcO III (−) forms with two entry pathways is five-fold greater than that of normal CcO [27] . Apparently, electrostatic interaction between the two deprotonated acceptors (Asp-139/Asp-132 or Cys-139/Asp-132) promotes the protonation of each, and thereby increases the rate of proton uptake. Such electrostatic control of proton entry does not appear to occur in the D pathway of normal CcO. However, in the proton transfer pathway leading from the outer surface of nitric oxide reductase, electrostatically interacting glutamates control the pK a of a coordinated water proposed to be the initial proton acceptor, thus setting the functional pK a of proton uptake [48] . Similar chemistry has been proposed for the proton release group of bacteriorhodopsin [49] .
Using catalytic lifespan to study D pathway function

What is catalytic lifespan?
In what may be its most obvious function, subunit III greatly extends the catalytic lifespan of CcO by decreasing the probability of spontaneous suicide inactivation during turnover [24, 35] . Inactivation results from a catastrophic event at the heme a 3 -Cu B center during turnover that include an apparent loss of Cu B [24] , although the details of the inactivation mechanism are not yet clarified. Our measure to compare the propensity of different CcO forms to suicide inactivate is the CC 50 , defined as the number of catalytic cycles (O 2 → 2H 2 O) required for 50% of the original population to become inactive. The CC 50 value is also the average lifespan of any of the CcO molecules in the population, measured in terms of catalytic cycles, hence the term 'catalytic lifespan'. Lifespan is not defined in units of time because the rate of turnover has no effect on the probability of inactivation, only the number of turnovers. A greater CC 50 indicates a longer catalytic lifespan as well as a lower probability of inactivation during any catalytic cycle.
Numerous experiments show that slowing proton uptake into the D pathway increases the probability of inactivation and shortens catalytic lifespan [35] . In contrast, slowing proton transfer by the K pathway has no effect on the probability of suicide inactivation [35] . Neither does slowing electron input into the active site [35] . Thus, the strong effect of subunit III on catalytic lifespan is directly linked to the ability of subunit III to facilitate proton uptake into the D pathway. This relationship means that measurements of catalytic lifespan provide a measure, independent of O 2 reduction activity, with which to compare steady-state proton uptake by the D pathways of different CcO forms.
Catalytic lifespan of CcO III (−) forms with different initial proton acceptors
Figs. 3 and 4 show how measurements of catalytic lifespan can be applied to compare the D pathways of five CcO forms with different initial proton acceptors. The first observation is that the catalytic lifespan of WT III (−) declines with pH ( Fig. 3) , as does its steady state activity (Fig. 2) , because both depend upon the rate of proton uptake into the D pathway via Asp-132. However, the pH dependence of lifespan shows no maximum at low pH; the data can be fit to a single exponential decay function but not the Henderson-Hasselbalch relationship. The mechanistic implications of this are discussed below. (Table 1) , but the functional pK a of proton uptake via Asp-139 is shifted [35] using the buffer systems of Varanasi and Hosler [27] . The data for WT III (−) is fit to a single exponential decay function using GraphPad Prism. to a higher value (Table 1; Fig. 2 ). These findings are corroborated by the catalytic lifespan measurements since the lifespans of N139D-D132N III (−) and WT III (−) are similar but the pH dependence of catalytic lifespan for N139D-D132N III (−) is shifted toward higher pH values (Fig. 4) . Steady-state O 2 reduction analyses indicate that the two proton acceptors present in N139C III (−) and N139D III (−) interact to increase the functional pK a s of proton uptake to 8.2 and 8.3, respectively [27] ( Table 1; Fig. 2) . Again, the catalytic lifespan data are consistent with these findings in that both mutant CcOs exhibit pH dependence curves shifted to even higher pH values (Fig. 4) .
Below pH 8, the rates of steady-state proton uptake by N139D III (−) and N139C III (−) exceed that of (WT III (+)) [27] . This unusual situation allows a test of whether catalytic lifespan will continue to increase along with proton uptake, as predicted by extrapolation of the exponential relationship between pH and lifespan in WT III (−). The data indicate that it does. The pH profiles of Fig. 4 show that by pH 7 the catalytic lifespans of these highly active subunit III-depleted CcOs are within the range of lifespans measured for normal CcO containing subunit III. In terms of protection from suicide inactivation, rapid proton uptake by the D pathway can compensate for the absence of subunit III.
Relating catalytic lifespan to the rate of proton uptake
Another way to examine lifespan data is to plot catalytic lifespan as a function of the rate of proton uptake (Fig. 5) . In the lifespan measurement, the initial rate of CcO activity (as TN) is also the rate of proton uptake of every active CcO molecule in the population. The data of Fig. 5 indicate that lifespan increases exponentially with the rate of proton uptake. Once rapid proton uptake is achieved, small increases in the rate of proton uptake have an increasingly greater effect in lowering the probability of suicide inactivation. This suggests that the mechanism of suicide inactivation includes a fast, reversible protondependent alteration(s) that precedes a final, irreversible step.
The D pathway carries out six proton uptake events during each catalytic cycle. Four pump protons are taken up along with two substrate protons, one during the P M →F transition and one during the F →O transition [5] . Catalytic lifespan depends upon the rate of uptake of one or more of these protons, but which? Thus far, there exists no correlation between the ability of a CcO form to pump protons and its catalytic lifespan. If pump protons are not directly involved in the mechanism of suicide inactivation, then comparisons of catalytic lifespan are reporting on the ability of different D pathways to deliver substrate protons during the P M → F or the F→ O steps, or both. Such a comparison is presented in Fig. 5 , which shows that at any given rate of steady-state proton uptake N139D III (−) has a greater lifespan that WT III (−). (Note that the CC 50 values on the right Y axis of Fig. 5 , corresponding to N139D III (−), are an order of magnitude greater than the CC 50 values on the left Y axis, corresponding to WT III (−).) These data suggest that N139D III (−) takes up a proton during the P M →F or the F→O steps of the catalytic cycle at a greater rate than does WT III (−); this would identify the step involved in suicide inactivation. Proton uptake by N139D III (−) during these two transitions is being examined, but it is already documented that the rate of the F → O transition of N139D III (+) is twice as fast as that of WT III (+) [50] .
Conclusions
Relatively simple steady-state assays for O 2 reduction rates and catalytic lifespan can be applied to CcO III (−) forms to compare the efficiency of steady-state proton uptake by altered D pathways as well as to compare the proton affinity of the initial proton acceptors of altered pathways. The addition of such information to that obtained from single CC experiments yields new insight into the process of proton uptake and suicide inactivation. 
